Serial Number Tracking

Track parts and material from manufacturing to the customer

If your industry or compliance system requires strict tracking of serial numbers, the task could be formidable without Exact JobBOSS Serial Control. Serial Control integrates seamlessly with JobBOSS Job Control to control and monitor the assignment of serial numbers individual parts that are produced on a job, as well as purchased parts and materials.

Be prepared to act quickly
Are you producing parts for industries such as aerospace, automotive, medical device, or food and drug companies? Or are you facing highly regulated manufacturing standards such as compliance or certification to ISO9000, QS9000, AS9100, FDA, or HACCP?

Exact JobBOSS Serial Control provides you with complete visibility, at the serial number level, to individual parts as well as purchased parts and materials. Easily locate hazardous or defective parts or materials as soon as possible to contain a situation. Gain a multi-level view of sub-component serial number information.

Simply assign serial numbers prior to production for full traceability at any point in the manufacturing process; or assign a serial number when the job is transferred to inventory or at the point of shipping. Serial number information is included on your Travelers, Shipment Registers, Packlists and the Invoices.

Whether you are working in a regulated industry or supplying a customer who requires complete and full visibility to the location and sourcing of parts Exact JobBOSS Serial Control gives you control and visibility required to meet regulation and certification requirements.

Gain access to new industries and customers with JobBOSS Serial Control with the ability to track individual parts that are produced on a job by serial number, as well as purchased parts and materials.

For further information please call 1.800.777.4334, or visit www.exact.com/jobboss-us

1. Automate tracking of work-in-process by serial number
2. Automate production reporting of serial numbered parts
3. Trace parts shipped to customers by serial number
4. Gain visibility into outside service vendors who work on serial numbered parts
5. Track expiration date/ shelf life and maximum usage.
6. See info related to an individual part, with production information, job number, employee who produced it, material used
7. See all serial numbers produced on a particular job.